About SC12

SC is the International Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage and Analysis. Sponsored by the ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) and the IEEE Computer Society, SC12 marks the 24th anniversary of the SC Conference, which was originally called “Supercomputing.” The conference is attended by a diverse international community of participants from industry, academia, and government that includes scientists, engineers, computing center staff members, policy makers, IT administrators, application developers, computer manufacturing personnel, CIOs, program managers, journalists and congressional staffers. The SC conference series show how the highest-performance computing, networking, storage and analysis hardware, software, and techniques enable key advances in scientific discovery, education and commerce. This premier international event includes presentation of the latest research results as part of its technical program; an HPC educators program; workshops and tutorials; an exhibit area; one of the world’s most powerful and advanced network infrastructures; a Communities Program to attract, train, and encourage tomorrow’s high performance computing professionals; and lots of demonstrations and hands-on learning. For more information, please visit http://sc12.supercomputing.org/.